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Cato Institute Dissects Obama's Health

Care Infomercial
A good video by the experts over at CATO:

In addition, you have to see this video of Obama at that same townhall

meeting having what HotAir's Ed Morrissey says is Obama's "Dukakis

moment." Here's the link to that video over at RCP. Ed has some things to

say regarding that exchange:

Barack Obama got ABC to move their news division into the

White House in order to make the big pitch for his egalitarian,

everyone-gets-treated-equally ObamaCare push. Instead,

Obama fumbled into a Michael Dukakis moment that exposed

him as a hypocrite. ABC itself leads with Obama’s response

that he wouldn’t stay within his own plan for his family:

President Obama struggled to explain today

whether his health care reform proposals

would force normal Americans to make

sacrifices that wealthier, more powerful

people — like the president himself — wouldn’t

face.

The probing questions came from two skeptical

neurologists during ABC News’ special on health
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